
Respected Chief Minister
Delhi Government
 
1) Under the scheme of rehabilitation, we the people of Kathpuli 

Colony request you that the way we were given assurance 
that we will be shifted to transit camp earliest possible, but till 
now we haven't received any information from the DDA on 
the same. Neither we got the agreement or nor we got the 
survey list.

 
2) Its is creating hell like situation over here for our kids & it is 

spoiling their future. Our houses are flooded with water 
because of rains. It leads to unhygenic / dirty conditions to 
live & we are not able to even cook food through Chulha.

 
3) When our transit camp is ready & we dont mind shifting their 

immediately, then why this delay. We will getting all types of 
facilities over there & won't have to face any problems like 
here.

 
4) Its request from all the dwellers of the colony that we should 

get the agreement letter with DDA No. which states that our 
going to transit camp & coming back here at Kathputli Colony.

 
5) We want prior notice before leaving this place so that we dont 

have face any problem in shifting.
 
6) We also would like to request you to kindly ensure that we 

please make suitable arrangements for our children's 
education so that they won't face any problems in future.

 
7) We all are ready to be shifted to transit camp so that the 

construction work start over here earliest possible.
 
                                                        Kathputli Resident
                                                        Pradhans of all communities

English Translation
Representations of Kathputli Pradhans before shifting
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